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EXECUTIVES~RY 

Thjs Report responds to Section 1044 of the Floyd D. Spence National Defense 
Autllorization Act for Fiscal Year 2001, PL 106-398, that requires the Secretary of 
Defense, in conjunction with the Secretary of Energy, to report on the defeat ofhard~ned 
and deeply buried targets and ~hemical and biological agents. Section 1044 calls for: 

• A review of requirements: 
• an assessment of plans to meet those requirement~; 

• identification of potential future targets, research and c:L:velopm.cnt efforts, and 
options to defeat these future targets; and 

• an estimate of cost to accompUsh the various options. 

Our potential adversary1 S weapons of mass destruction (\Vl.\tfD). long .. range missilest 
modem air defenses, most sophisticated command and control systems, national 
leadership m wa.rtime, and a variety of tac..1ical arms are increasingly concealed ~d 
protec:ted by networks ofb.a.:rd and deeply buried facilities. If the United States does not 
have the means to defeat these facilities and the tlu:eat~ning as,ets they protc::ct:, 
adversaries may perceive that they have a sanctuary frorn wllich to coerce or attack the 
United States~ itti allies1 or its coalition part~.PIS with th..reats much more powerful than in 
pam: contlicts. 

The strategy and acquisition initiatives for the families of systems (including both 
intelligence and operations programs) summarized in this report will improve our 
national capability to accomplish each of the following necessary steps: 

• Find and locate Hm:d and Deeply Buried Targets (HDBTs), their network 
contiection,, and civilian surroundings; 

• characterb:e these HDBTs. including functio~ interrelationships, configuration, 
degree of threat, equipment) operational status, operational and collateral attack risks~ 
and vulnerabilities; 

• plan and p~ctice multiple md di'Verse options for action, well ahead of :any crisis7 

to make capabilities crisig..decision-ready; 
• attack in a timely and integrated manner to neutralize HDBT functions and/or 
WMD agents; and 

• asse::;s attack outcomes and potential cons~quences to promptly support further 
military and political decisions. 

Recellt A£ti1'ities 

Each potential adversary's set of HDBTs and their associated functions arid supporting 
network capabilities are unique. Each set requires careful attention, well ahead of the 
tirne when combat or political action may be required. In the past decade. the Department 
of Defense (DoD), the Intelligence Community, and t:he Department ofEner&Y (DOE) 
have collectively determ.ined out military needs first and then selectively applied 
teclmologies and fUnded investments in existing Intelligence~ Surveiltance, and 
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Reconnaissance and weapon programs as our technology and knowledge of the threats 
have evolved~ 

The Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) in 1996 directed the organization of HDBT 
collection requirements and analysist as well as research and development i:uto advanced 
coUection and surveilltmce techniques. AU of tho intelligence agencies now conduct 
research and development or operational work that contributes tO this mission area The 
DCI js now assessillg these diverse efforts for additional organization and funding 
attention. 

The Military Services and Defense Agencies, based mainly on the Defense Acquisition 
Board -sanctioned Hard attd Deeply Buried Target Detaat Capability Axu.tlysis of 
Alternatives and Operational Cormnand Mission Need Statements, have used extensive 
experimentation, den1onstrations, and technology programs to improve weapons and 
surveillance systems, seeking to achieve a balanced set of strike and lnrelligencc, 
SUJVeillance, and Reco:nxtaissanee capabilities. Service "'kinetic" conventional weapon 
system modifications, now ougoingt will provide .improved. lethality, increased standoff) 
all.-.weather precision, and very short flight-time again..rrt a variety ofHDBTtypes. These 
programs include: 

• Procuring and integrating the StOQQ .. jb class Enhanced Gl3U-28 lase.r-gnided 
bomb on the B-2 Bomber~ and procuring the GBU-24D/BLU116 precision 2,000-lh 
Advanced Unitary Penettator bomb for :imaller strike aircraft; 

• Developing and procuring the Conventional Air-launched Cruise Missile Block fi 
Penetrator, the Joint Standoff Weapon with the BROACH shaped .. cbarge warhead, 
and special Joint Air .. to~Surface Standoff Missile applications; 

• Initiating the Tactical Missile System Ptecision Penetrator surface-to-s-utface 
missile Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration with operational "leave
behinds" that can address ext:remely time-sensitive objectives; and 

• Conducting Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance and strike concept 
experimentation and operational testing at a numbet of specialized site' around the 
. US -forming a ·~national test bed.., 

These programs, which are enhancements of well-established operational systenu;, will 
togethet provide a package of conventional weapon capabilities by Fiscal Year (FY) 2005 
that address some -but not all - HDBT needs. We are therefore going beyond upgrading 
conventional kinetic weapons and Command, Contrail COllllllunication."i, Computers, 
Intelligence~ Surveillance. and Reconnaissance (C41SR) capabilities: 

• DoD and DOE have completed initial studies on how existing nuclear weapons 
can be modified to defeat those HDBTs that cannot be held at risk with conventional 
high-explosive weapons or current nuclear weapons. Any development and 
procureJnent of advanced nuclear capabilities would be considered in the broad 
conteXt of nuclear stockpile policy, plans, and priorities, as well as future DoD 
strategic prognuns. 



• DoD ha..~ eonducted studies and experimentation op. the application of Special 
Operations and Infonnation Operations, with the necessu.ry intelligence support, to 
the l-IDBT problem. These new approaches will place an even great~ burden on 
intelligence and will require a focused eff{)rt 

• Specialized "WMD Agent Defeat Weapon,, development projects have been 
iQitiated, ainted at destroying or otherwise neutralizing an enexny's ability to use his 
chemical ox· biological weapons. Also, DoD and DOE are jointly developing methods 
to predict potential collateral effects from attacks against an adversaJy'" s chemical or 
biologicat weapons, as well as improved delivery tactics to ttrin.imize .;ollateral 
effects. Hcwever, additional work is needed to understand the effects of nlpturing 
stored chemical or biological weapons and to develop effective m~an...~ of neutralizing 
the agents or preventing agent dispersal, particularly fur biological agents. 

• Based on a wide 'Variety of past science and technology achiever-nents~ current 
strategies and budget plans for FY02 and beyond provide for HDBT -focused s.cience 
and technology activities by DoD. DOE, and Intelligence Community components. 
These will address the full measlJl'e of needed mission capabilities for Intelligence, 
Surveillance~ and Reconnaissance~ strike planning, and system deployment. 

Supporting all of these direct actions against HDBTs and chemical/biological agrmts, 
spet".ial C4ISR prognuns7 now in develu-pm.entw will be leveraged to en...hance intelligence 
capabilities to :find, characterize, and assess damage against HDBT networks and 
che:r.nica11biological agents. Moreover,. these families of capabilith;:$ will be made 
interoperable with strike capabilities. 

LookiJJg To The Future 

The TJS response to future HDBT and WMD Agent Defeat challenges will benefit from 
~'trengthened collaboration among the Intelligence! Operations, Requirements, 
Acquisition, and Science and Teclul.ology communities. The Combatant Commands and 
Joint Staff, \Vith national technical support, have integrated mission needs and support 
capability requitentents for HDBT Defeat into a Capstone Requirement~ Document 
(CRD) recently approved by the Joint Requirements Oversight Council. The CRD 
provid.eg: 1) an overall approach to integration of national intelligenee, acquisition, and 
cam.batmt capabilities and pre-crisis ope:ra.tional plruming, and 2) specific and practical 
objectives that guide development of families of intelligence and. military capabilities that 
will evolve as we know more about the threat 

The Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) Technology and Logistics) and the Vice 
Chainnan, Joint Chiefli of Staff, have directed integrating oversight of all HDBT 
intelligence enhancements, attack capabilities acquisition (kinetic weapons, information 
operations tecltniqucs, and special operations tools), ntission planning activitiesf and 
science & technology efforts. The challeng~ is to build and maintain unified DoD; DOE~ 
and Intellieence Community acti-vities foCl.1Sed against HDBTh, their netwocks~ and 
WMDdefeat. 

Ba.sc::d on the CRO and continuous intelligence inputs1 the Strategic Review in 1001 ha.s 
led to plans and budgets for FY02 that advance an overall strategy to accomplish, by 
2005, substantial im.proveJilents over C\UT(I!:nt capabilities. Key elementS are the selecti-ve 
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fUnding and modification of established programs and integration of wide-ranging 
capabilities, either now operational or in development. Technically achievable 
improvements in intelligence awareness and analysis=- operational planning and execution 
practice, and acquisition initiatives will advance our eapabilities to address evolving 
threats and enemy vulnerabilities in a methodical and affordable way. However, we also 
must prepare for those unique and emerging strategic threats that are ~ritical and well 
protected, both physically and through focused camouflage~ concealment, and deception 
prograzn.s. This will re:quire additional ipvestment in intelligence, special weapons~ and 
countet-WMD capabilities, includini nuclear weapons. Comprehensive reviews of 
feasibility and cost for sui.table nucteat and conventional weaponli and their associated 
operations concepts are still underway to support DoD alld DOE budget decisions in the 
coming two YeaJ.'$. 

In conjunction With DOE and the Intelligence Community, DoD has now Ir...ovcd beyond 
co.n~;eptual asaessments and debates about tht!! threat protected by liDB Ts. There are no 
easy answers to either the ".HDBT or WMD Agent Defeat cballcnges7 I1Ild cemrinl.y no 
'•silver bullets.'" Solutions will take time, expansion of intelligence assets and capabilities~ 
well .. rea.soned resources; technological progresst and steadfastness of direction. Even 
with the current strategy and acquisition initiatives, the United States will still not bt able 
to bold all kno't\'11 or suspected BDBTs at risk for destruction, especially the deep 
underground facilities. Several major shortcomings~ mentioned in the lltlciassified report 
and described in the classified annex, still exi&'t that require further initiatives and 
investm.entq, Sustained management attention and multi.-year Congressional budget 
~upport are necessary to ensure that intelligence and technology effhrts pro"\lide funded 
capabilities to meet the HDB T and W!YID Agent Defeat challenges, and to ensur-e that 
t1elded capabilities become part ofmiliJa.ry practi~e and confidently support our security 
policy. · 
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1 Report Content 
Thi:; report responds to the requirements of the Floyd D. Spenc~:;: National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 200 l (Public Law I 06-398,. Title X. Subtitle E:o Section 
1044.): 

Jloport gn tim Pefeg.t ofH&rdellf6 and Deeply Buried Tamet& 

(a) STUDY- The SectGtary of Defense shall_ in ccr:Uunction with the Secretary of Energy, 
conduct a sn.tdy relating ro the defeat of hardened and deeply buried targets. Under the 
study, tbe Secretaries shall: 

(1) review .. (A) the requi~ments of the United States to dr:;feat hardened and deeply 
buried te.rgets and stockpiles of chemical and biologic.d aaents and relaLed capabi litie~~ 
and (B) current and future plans to meet those requiremcn.ts; 

(2) detennine if those plans adcql-Jately ii.ddNSS al! such requirements; 

(3) identifY potential fUture hardened and deeply buried targets and other related targets; 

( 4) determine what resource" and research and development etforts are needed oo defeat 
the targets identified under paragraph (3) as well M other requirements to defeat 
stockpiles of chemical .and biologicat agents and related capabilities; 

(5) assess both ourreot and "'ture option& to dcteat hardened end doeply buried targels as· 
well as concepts to defeat stockpiles of chemical and biological agents and related 
capabilities; and 

(6) determine the capability and cost of each option assessed under paragraph (5). 

(b) CONDUCT OF ASSESS'NIENTS- In conducting the study under subsection (a), the 
Secretaries may, in order to perlbnn the assessments required by paragraph (S) of that 
subsection, conduct any Jim.ired ri!ISealch and development that may be necesgacy to 

perform those assessments. 

(c)R.EPORT-

(1) Not. later tluut July I, 200 l, the:: Secretary of Defense shall submit to th¢ Committee on 
Armed Service~ oftbe Senate and the Committee on Anned Services of the House of 
R.epresenmtives a report on the results of the srudy conducted under subsection (a) The 
report shall be prepared in cODjunction with the Secretary of Energy. 

(2) The repQrt under paragraph (1) Jhall be submitted in uncJassificd fottn., together with 
a classified annex if necessary. 

This report summarizes past work, identifies the requirements to defeat hard and deeply 
buried targets (HDBTs), aud itemizes ongoing programs and plans of the Department of 
Defetlse (DoD) and the Departn:umt of Energy (DOE) to meet these requirements. 1he 
report also addresaes specifi~ questloll$ raised by the Congress und~~:r Section 1044. A 
classified annex is provided for material that cannot be discussed in unclassified form. 
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2 A Brief Introduction to Hard and Deeply Buried Targets 
2.1 What is a Har-d and Deeply Buried Target? 

The ten:n "hard and deeply bwied target'' (HDBT) refers to an adversary's thteateniJig 
and well protected asseta in structures ranging from hardened s:urface b\Ulker complexes 
to deep tunnels~ These facilities a:ce typically l.a:rge, complex structures incorporating the 
attribute:5 of' concc:alroent, self .. sustainruent, multifaceted communications, strong 
physical security, modern air dcfen$es, and siting in protective (often mountainous or 
urban) surroundings. In many countries, HDBTs are elements of a well-connected 
netWork of opemti.onal capabilities with duplication __,, a very important factor for both 
intelligence a.ttd strike planning. These facilities are protected for good reason - they are 
an essential element of any likely battle or crisis action. Such facilities routinely ser:ve as: 
leadersr.ip shelters; command~" connol, and communications (C3

) centers; weapons 
productio~ assembly, storage and deployment faeilities .. especially for weapons of mass 
destruction (Wlv10); missile operations tunnels and ga.ni.sons; and PQint or integrated area 
defen...;;e system facilitie$. 

2.2 Th.reats Made Poasible by Hard and Deeply Buried Targett; 

Many nations have located critical operations in these facilities. The Cold Wet and its 
associated nuclear v..reapons capabilities prompted dr!velop:rn~..nt of a wide range of 
hardened underground fitci)J.ties in the former Soviet tJnion, North Korea, China, and the 
former Warsaw Pact countries. Many hardened facilitie:9 were also constructed in NATO 
nations to protect critical infrastnietute from Soviet attack.. However,. the end of the Cold 
War did not result in an end to this method of concealment and protection. The Persian 
Gulf War and rhe series of eo.ttflicts in the Balkans revealed that facility protection, by 
hardening, concealment:. m:ui defenses, remains a.n effective response to the technology 
advantages in intel1igence and weaponry enjoyed by the United States and its allie.~. 

This same trend is prominent in the Third World, especiaUy among ·'rogue nations~' 
whose possessjon of\VNID has led to serious efforts to protect these lethal rt:SQurces~ nw 
Intelligence Community (IC) suspects with reasonable certainty that there are o-ver 
10,000 potential HDBTs worldwide and their numbers 'Will increase over the next 10 
years. Moreover, rnodem conununications. provide for high-tech network connectivity 
and even mobile capabilities that can be ganisoned in liDBTs. Denial and deception 
efforts further complicate the location, identificationw and characterization ofHDBTs. 
This places a high prenri.um. on bwnan intelligence (HUMINT) and wide~area 
surveillance ss sources ofintonnation to find, characterize, and ass.ess HDBTs. 

Many _prgtected fitcilities are of shallow "cut and coveru design with a concrete structural 
overburden of less than ten feet thickness. ('"Thickness"' is measured in terms of 
equivalent t·einforced concrete thickness~ ~tual thickness 9:f combined structure, rock, 
and soil may be con.43iderably more.) This tYPe of facility typically has a tactical function, 
like support to artillexy ot: rnis:o:~ile launchet;s. Many of them csn b~ held at risk by current 
or developmental weitpons, if om weapons nwnbcrs are adequate. accurate target location 
coordin.ates are kno~ and de:fc.nscs overcome. The missile operations tunnels and 
annament bWlkers in some theaters are particularly troublesome because of theit sheer 
nwnbers~ protective berms, and the strategic positioning of their entrances/exit~ away 
from direct routes of ~ttack. 
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Hundreds of much harder facilities (havlng a conetete: overbutd~n equivalent of 70 to 300 
feet) protect strategic :functions {e.g.~ leadership, command and control~ WMD) and were 
btlilt using either conventional drill·and-b!a.st tunneling techniques Ql' more Dlodern 
mining equipment. These ate typically equipped with redundant ventilation, power. and 
communications systems, US capabilities to place these types of facilities at risk. are not 
only challenged by tbe depths of burial and redundancies in cri1iclll functional systems,. 
but also by sophi$ticated camouflage, concealment and deception (CCD) teChniques~ and 
sotne collocation ofHDBTs in civilian areas. Such facilities eoncmal and protect an 
adveraary"'s most valued and strategic capabilities. 

Additional infonnation on the challenges posed in finding HDBTs (i.e. detectiU£7 

loeatittgt and identifying), chara<iteri2ing potential vulncrahllities and attack risks, 
planning defeat options, decisively attacking, and a.101ses~ing effectiveness of these actions 
is documented i.n.Cla.ssified Annex A- Section 1-- Strategic naeat. 
2 .. 3 The C~enge of WMD 

Physical destruction of hard and deeply buried structure~ is not enough if the WMD ~for 
example, a biological agent stored inside tM facility - remains -,;iable or is released illto 
the environment.. 1bis could QUlse casualties to innocent civilians and allied forces, and 
result in environmental contamination- either of which could hinder allied force 
operations and/or moven:u:nts. 

The US has so far emphasized technologies to attack and defeat ~ agents stored i.u. 
the open. or in soft structures. The ability to satisfactorily re$Olve these important 
technical challenges will set the stase for adapting new WMD Agent Defeat teclmologie.::; 
to the overall problems posed by adversarial WfviD protected by HDBTs. Current 
teclmology can potentially provide survivable warhead optio~ that will penetrate an 
I:IDBT faciHty and defeat the WMD agent inside. 
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3 Accomplisbments to Date 
A numbt::t of integrated studies, as well as separate Service and Agency initiatives and 
progra1n modifications~ have advanced the overall capability for the defeat offlDBTs. 

3.1 SummatY of Pre¥ious DoDfDOE HDBT Defeat: Activities 

Following Operation DESERT STORM, th~ Office ofthe Secretary of Defense (OSD) 
brought together intelligence,. combatant command, and acquisition specialists to define 
the technical. operational, and policy cl.tallemges concerning HDBT:;_ As a result, the 
Departments of Defense and Energy, with support from the Intelligence Communityt 
have been fonnulating requirementS and levE:taging or integrating current systems with 
new te..-Jmologies: 

• In 1994:; US Strategic Cotntnand (USSTRATCOM) and the Combat Air Forces 
(represented by Air Combat Conunand) each i$sued a Mission Needs Statement 
(MNS) for HDBT Defeat Capability that were subsefiuently consolidated. This 
consolidated MNS defined the spectrum ofHDBTs without reference to the 
geographical area of Unified Commander-in-Chief(CINC) responsibility~ and 
without prescribing weapon sy~ concept solutions. 

• The Joint MNS initiated a fonnat requirements and acquisition process tor an 
HDBT Defeat Capability Pha..~ 0 Concept Exploration acquisition ~dy fol" kinetic 
non-nuclear conceptsr An HDBT Defeat Integrated Product Team (IPT) was 
established in 1995 to conduct the study. The effort was conducted in two part.-;: ParL 
1, Mission and Concept Screening, and Part 2, Conc~t Definition. 

• As Part 2 of the Phase 0 Con~pt Exploration, an Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) 
was conducted during 1997,.1999 to address intelligence and strike issues reJated to 
defeating HDBTs. Service-planned weapons were effective against n1any of the 
targets, assuming &dr::quate intelligence was available. Qiven a :!tuffi.cient quantity of 
weapons and delivery platforms (e.g.? forward ... based as a result of warning), a bxge 
number 'of the target locations were accc.ssible at reasonable risk despite defenses, and 
th.;:se systems would 110t require excessive support. Thus, the principal 

· recommendation as a result of the AoA was ior the Servic~ Jl2l to develop new 
weapons concepts, but rather to buy 1no~ of the currently available or projected 
weapoW"Y with modest-cost modifications ~ i.e. no major system new-starts. 
However, the AoA found that: 1) not all HDBTs could be defeated by current or 
conceptual weapons and, 2) a standoff weapon was required for the case of heavily 
defended targets in areas with few forward-based us forcea. nus, together with the 
need. for more effective payloads. provides the rationale for additional Scienc;:;e and 
Technology (S&.T) emphasis i.n standoff systems~ all-weather precision guidance, a~1d 
more ~nergctic explosives. Deeply buried targets, generally accessible by tunnels, 
were only vulnetable to functional defeat by closing the access points (called adits). 
S&T efforts are needed to improve the defeat of such targets. The AoA did not 
address agent defeat or nuclear solutions. Most importantly, the Intelligencet 
S1u:veillancej and Reconnaissance (ISR) requirements to support furtctional and 
structural defeat planning! assessments. and objectives were judged to be ~ubstantially 
more demanding on the intt:lligence collection and analysis system. Further 
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discussion on conventional weapons is included in Section 5 of this Wlclassified 
repon and in the Classified Annex A- Section 2 -Conventional Weapons. 

• A dassifi.,d study in 1997 addressed nuclear solutiorn- for holding the rnost 
chaUenging HDBTs at risk. Based on the fact that the HDBT Defeat AoA had 
tbcused on conventional solutions and highlighted an inability to destroy all HDB Ts 
with current or projected weapons, Project SAND DUNE was eonvened as a .special 
study to fully address the joint Ai"f Forc.e and USSTRATCOM Mission Nccd5 
Statement published in 1994. Further discussion on nuclear weapons is found in 
Classified Annex A - Section 3 - Nuclear Weapons. 

• A Defense Scieru::t:l Board (DSB) Task Force on Underground Facilities (1996-
1998) ducwnented certain limitations ofcurra'lt weaport and 1SR technologies. The 
Task Fo:rce reviewed the threat to US interests posed by the gro-wth of underground 
facilities i.Tl U!l..friend.ly nations, and investigated technolo,aies and techniques: io meet 
the challenges of finding, characterizing. and neutralizing these facilities. 

• In 1999, DoD and DOE reported to ·congress on a pilot effort for S&T programs 
to develop improved capabilities for defeating HDBTs. This pilot project is a 
collaboration of DoD, DOE, and the Inrelligcncc Community and builds on existing 
interagency projccrts. 

• Over the past few ycal'$, a variety of experiments and demonsuaticns have been 
conducted to defeat HDBTs including~ the Defense Threat Reduction Agency 
(DTRA)-fi.Jnded Counterprollferation Atban.ced Concept Technology Demonstrations 
(ACTDs); a series of live and static tests against scale and full-si:z:e structures that 
duplicate construction of HDBTs found elsewhere in the world; a "national test bed'1 

in western states for ISR and strike experimentation and demonstrations; and lJSAF 
penetration tests for 'Neapons such as the GBU-28 to demonstrate the ability of these 
weapons to penetrate hard .rock. Additionally, demonstrations of precision guidance, 
high-speed penetration into weathered granite and te~ing of high-velocity fu2:e 
components have been conducted by the Air Force Research Laboratory through their 
Missile Technology Demon,"itratfon to support future standoff weapon needs. 
C1assified Annex A - Section 4 ..... InteUi.gencm, Survci11ancc tW.d Recotutai.ssance, 
provides an overview of the demonstration and experimentation activities of the 
Intelligence Community, DOE, DTRA, and the D~.fense Advanoed Research Projects 
Ag~ncy (DARPA). . 

• US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) participated in the conventional 
'WE".apons AoA as well as in the experiments rmd demonstrations described above. 
However. there were no explicit performance and cost analyses of Special Operations 
Forces (SOF) capabilities in the AoA. Discussion wil] be found in Classified Annex 
A ~.· Section 5 - Special Operatit:nl58 Over the past three years, Information Operations 
(JO) studies have been directed at support of the HDBT Defeat n1ission to supplernent 
the kinetic weapon capabilities. Discu.!lsion will be found in Classified Annc:x A
Section 6 - Information Operations. 
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Figure 1 is a chronological display of recent activities to improve HDBT Defeat 
capa.b iJities. 
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Figure I Recent HDBi Defeat Activities 

3.2 WMD Agent Defeat Capability Against Chemical and Biolog:ir:al Weapons 

Cone em i.s grow:ing about use of HDBTs to protect WMD production and deployrnent, 
especially chemical and biological weapons (CBW). The IIDBT and CBW agent 
problems clearly overlap. Underground facilities can hide: research, production~" 
weaponization, and storage funCltions related to CBW agents. While current and projected 
US weapons are estimated to have desr:ructive impact on relatively shallow structures, 
there re:rnalns tile problem of what to do with CBW agents that are present inside the site 
during an attack. Mechanisms to destroy, neutralize) immobilize, disable or deny access 
to the potential adversnry•s WMD assets are needed,. whether the assets are in 
underground structures, sw-faA::e buildi.b.gs, or in the open. In 1994, the Combat Air Forces 
issued a Mission Need Statement for development of a WMD Agent Defeat weapon. The 
subsequent Air Farce Milestone 0 Acquisition Decision. triggered att AoA, which is still 
underway. For greatat detail on the WMD Agent Defeat AoA and the technologies that 
may be useful in satisfying this mission need, see Classified Annex A .. - Section 7-
Agent Defeat Weapons. 
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4 Validated Requirements 
4.1 Requirements for BDBT Defeat Capability 

In October 1999. the Vice-Chairtnan, Joint Chiefs of' Staff, requested that a Capstone 
Requirements Docw:nent (CRD) for HDBT Defeat be developed. All of the player~ and 
experience described in the previous section b-upported USSTRATCOM and USSOCOM 
in the CRD composition. By approving a CRD in January 2001~ the Joint Requirements 
0-ver~ight Council (JROC) validated the following key performmce parameters (J<.PP): 

• KPP-1, C 41Iateroperab1Hty: The HDBT Defeat family ofsystc::rns (FoS) .&nust 
be interoperable among the Joint Force Commander (JPC), c001ponents~ and 
supporting agencies to provide a collaborative planning and execution capability. 

• KPP-2. Find: The HDBT DefcatFoS mustf~ilitate l6eating and/or identifying 
HDBl"s through collectio~ integration, and analysis against liDBT attributes LO meet 
national strategy and CINC and/or JFC guidance and objec::tives with a level of 
confidence sufficient to :merit further prioritization and characterization. 

• KPP-3., CharacterU:e: The HDBT Defeat FoS must have the ability to determine 
the function:- operational starus, and vulnerabilities of identified IIDBTs, and provide 
the CINC and/or JFC a level of charactedzation auffi.cient to plan and attack those 
HDBTs w?n-..inated for targeting. 

• KPP-4, Plan: Combatant planners require deliberate~ collaborati-ve HDBT Defeat 
planning and decision support applications that allow for intelligence 
estimates/uncertainties and the precision required by the weapons and method~ of 
attaclc. 

• J{Pp .. s, Full Dlm.ensioDal Defeat: HDBT Defeat FoS must have the ability to 
disrupt, seize, recover, render :safe, neutrali~et or deny critical functions for all types 
ofHDBTs. [The CRD also states tbat Full Dimensional Defeat includes physical 
destruction ofHDBTs.) 

• KPP-61' Cumbat Assessment: (1) JFCs require combat assessment capability 
with sufficient fidelity to dete.r:mine if timely follow.-on attacks an= required. (2) For 
WMD targets, this capability must provide pl:ed.iction, detecti~ identification, and 
.characterization of hazards following a strike .attd the ability to transfer that data 
without significant delays following a strike. 

The objectives and thre$holds for tbe$e KPPs, and further discussion concerning the 
CRD, are contained in Classified Annex A- Section 8 ...- CapstOne Requirements 
Document. 

4.2 Requirements for WMD Agent Defeat CapabUity 

In additi~n to technology applications need~ for defeat ofhatd or deeply buried 
facilities> capabilities also are t"equ:ited fol" effective engagement ofbio]ogical or chemical 
warfare agent threats, while minimizjng collateral agent effects. A nw:n.ber of specific 
requirements were validated by the Air Force Requirements Oversight Counci): 
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• WMD target identification and characteriza.tion are required, both for production 
aru:! storage facilities and for weaponized munitions. Some productlon facilities are 
inherently dual-capable~ the facility can be used for legitimate civilian operations one 
day and to produce prohibited. agents the next. Signatures may be difficult to obtain 
anr;l analyze. 

• Planning systems must deal with the special considc:rations involved in attacks 
against CBW targets, allowing enough time for ~ppraisal of the unique md 
potentially lethal considerations. 

• Special payloads are required to defeat a broad range of CBW agents, and to cope 
with target physical variations (e.g., agent typet agent containers~~ container layou~ 
and facility structural design), with reasonable dependence on intelligence to 
distinguish either agent ~ present or inte,rpA1 f~cility c.orli g*.!.tations. Agents are 
likely to be within munitions or containers, which complicates attacks because 
mecbanisms that might neutralize exposed agent may not be able to dirc(.,1.ly access 
the WMD materials. 

• Ordnance employing fragmentation and blast effects will not ac:complish this 
objective~ and may further worsen the situation by releasing agents into th.e 
atmosphere and surroundi~R: envirorunent. In sotue situations~ thc;:re mav be a need for 
rnultiple types of payloads to accomplish several objectives. For exatnple~ in the case 
ofCBW located within a hardened facility, th~ goals might be in situ neutralization of 
the agents plus access~denial that prevents adversaries frou1 recovering and using 
agents or production equipment not destroyed. This elMs ofprobl~ is the most 
vexing cluillenge to defeat of HDBTs. 

• Agent collateral. effects must be predicted and minimi:t:ed. Tax&et-induced 
collateral damage is a specific concern. For example, an attack on a sllfface or 
sh.allow .. buried fadlity containing stocks ofCBW agentsJ using conventional bombs 
or cruise missile warheads,. might result in the facility being breached and agent 
hazards dispersed. W capon-induced collateral effects also need to be predicted and 
minimized. Emphasis here has included approaches fur defeat mechanisms that 
involve explosions that allow ;n situ neutralization or reduced blast effects (with les;s 
potential for dispersal of both targc:t- and weapon-induced hazard!!!) and measures that 
would Initigate agent hazards during or following attack. 

Additional discussion on WMD Agent Defeat W capon Capability is provided in 
Classified .Annex A - Section 7 - Agent Defeat Weapons. 
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5 Programs Responsive to the Capstone Requirements Document 

5wl BackgrouDd 

HDBT Defeat activities during the 1990s were spread runong the Services and Agencies 
in DoD and DOE as separately funded and relatively low-level projects providing threat 
assessments, requirement formulation, concept explorations, and initiatives for 
i'tweald.ng" previously funded and executed m~jor system programs. However, in the 1ast 
few years, there has been increased emphasis on an integrated approach to JIDBT defeat 
and the status of a number of recent initiatives is described in the paragraphs that follow. 

5.1.1 C'J InteroperablHty 

The HDBT Defeat Family of Symms will be ol"ganized to provide the warfigb:rer with 
rapid and simple acce9s to standardized. ready-to~use target infonnation to fa.c:ilitate 
timeiy planning and execution ofneces.sacy operati011s. Tne HDBT Defeat Conunand~ 
Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence (C4:1) Support Plan was 
developed to begin documentation of C'I infrastructure support requirements for b-pecific 
HDBT Defeat sy9tems. The phm ~s concept.c;:. will lead to a robust communications 
network to transmit requirements, \Ulprocessed and processed inteHigence, imagery
derived intelligence~ and geo.spatial infonnation to wartighters and DoD dedsion-makt>:rs, 

5.1.2 Find.tn g, Cba:racteri..zing~ and Assessing Damage 

The key to effective HDBT Defeat is integrated intelligence information and analysis that 
meets warfighter requirements. This involves integrating the full spectrum of intelligence 
disciplines (hwnan" signals, measurement and signatures, imagery, etc.). The goal is a 
seamlt:ss. integrated architecture fur plann.ing and direction, collection, proces.sin2, 
production, and dissemination to quickly get a high-fidelity intelligence product to policy 
mak~..rs and warfighter.s. Achieving this goal is a si&:nificant challenge, repre5c:nting some 
of the DoD's highest priorities and greatest challenges_ Currcut programmatic shortfalls 
are itemized in the classified annex. 

Finding a.n l-IDBT requires fused analysis of all sources of int~lligence, including 
material from recent improvements in multi-spectrum sensors. The Intelligence 
Com.munity has focused its all-source collec-tion and analysis resources on this job. The 
Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) is directing the development ofliDBT intelligel.\ce 
data-fusion capabilities that can index and cross-reference infonnation as data becom.c 
available> regardless of sourCA~t and methods involved. 

Charactel'ixation of an identified HDST, particularly in a denied area, has involved the 
Serviees, Agencies, Commands~ and components of DOE. Uris team. is collaborating ro 
use available analyses and full-scale:: experimentation to develop an lSR strategy that is 
balanced and affordable. Experiments against instrumented facilities md integration of 
intelligence capabilities, ranging from overhead imagery to dose-proximity sensors~ have 
indicated potential fruitful avenues for further experimentation. However, $ensor-avcess 
to rigorously denied areas and their included facilities still poses a .sianifiaa.nt lSR 
chal1enge. 

The Intelligence ConunWiity addresses the HDBT Defeat problem in a multi-faceted 
.approach. Efforts a1 finding and characterization have been speameaded by the Defense: 
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Intelligence Agency,s (DIA) Underground FaQilities Analysis Center (Uf'AC), which was 
established in 1997 by OCI direction tO manage the JnteUigence Community~ s coll(l'.ct.ion 
and analysis effort~ against underground facilities. The UFAC, in cJose coordination with 
the National Ill'IAgery and Mappjng Agency"s (NIMA) lJnderground Issue~ Branch and 
USSTRATCOM's IIDBTBranch1 performs intelligence analysis to support finding, 
characterizing~ and defeating adversary strategic facilities. OSD has addressed the 
spectrum of technologies associated with the HDBT problem 'With a series ofiPTs that 
bring together brQa4 representation to focus research and development (R&D) resmJrccs 
more effectively on HDBT Defeat. For additional backgrotmd infonnation. including the 
shortfalls and limitations associated with inteliigencc~ refer to Classified Anne:x A -
Section 4 -Intelligence, Surveillance & Reconnaissance_ 

Combat assessment, which includes Bomb/Battle Damage Assessment,. comprises both 
intc::Uigence toois and observations by _gcnsors associated with the strike piatfon:n. T'ne aU
source tools mentioned previously that partially address the ~'find"' and "characterize11

" 

task requi:relnents are typically able to assist "\\lith the determination of the effectiveness 
of a~t attack mission using kinetic weapons. Th~se means can be supplemented by real
time aircrew obsexvations or by Sen$OlS on the attacking platform6 It may al9o be possible 
to determine ",ucces:s" by identifying C".hanges in the interact.ion between the objective 
HDBT and its exter.rtal support systems or collD.ections. The effectiveness of IO again~-t 
the l.IDBT will dire~tly benefit by ob~erving this interaction. For SOF missions. the:: 
reporting of results should be prompt, direct, and of high confidence. 

A pre-planned strike course of action, that can provide multiple options well ahead of a 
crisis, has euonnous benefits. The need to attack an HDBT network may come with little 
warning, especially ifWMD are involved to precipitate a crisis. The intelligence research 
and datahases to support potential operations should be maintained at all times and for all 
potential adversPries. The CINC war:fighters should therefore be able to plan missions on 
shon notice. This will require a concerted effort to overcome existing limitations in our 
ability to .find and characterize HDBTs~ Short-notice response necessitates having 
planned mogt of the basics, allowing the min.imum fmal operational details to be added 
during the short period that may be available in a crisis. Thorough ~'end ... to-end~' planning 
t)fmissions against vulnerabilities identified throuah intelligence analysis includes 
practice by the warfighter (by simulation and at test ranges) ahead of any need to actually 
t:mploy the capability. Cunfidence: of our national leadership in the ulilitary.,s cap~;~.bility 
to execute a mission against any adversaryls HDBT networ~ especially one providing 
sanctuary for WfvfO, will benefit from demonstrated capabilities with high confldence in 
results. Such confidence only comes with the combatant commander having a working 
familiarity with the delivery system and weapon, s pertbnnance. Planning as envisioned 
by the overall HDBT Defeat strategy is a structured cycle between Gombatants"' 
intelligence, and acquisition. See Clas~ifted Annex A - Section 9 - Mission Planning 
Tools for more details on current :mission planning capabilities. 

5.1&3 Defe1d ofHDBTs 

The US Anny~ Navy1 a.nd Air Force are now modifying and demonstrating conventional 
weapon systems in response to the HDBTthreat. Different Semce capabilities cover a 
diverse T31lge of methods~ exploit different vulnerabilities for HDBT Defeat, and arc 
coordinated to eliminate dupli.;ation.ln addition, SOF and IO capabilities are being 
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brought to bear in a collaborative fashion. While tlu::re are no current programs for a new 
or modified nu~le.ar weapon for HDBT Defeat, DoD and DOE are investigating potential 
options and costs. As mentioned earlier, studies have also pointed to shortfalls, 
enumerated in. the classified annex. 

US Air Force Programs 

Near-term. programs focus on development and production of existing penettating 
weapon. designs. Ineluded in this effort are: the F...nhan~d GBU-28 pto1Jt31n, integrating 
the 5,000--lb EGBU-28laser-guided bomb onto the B-2 (enhanced Vlith incorporation of 
inertial and Global Positioning System (GPS) guidance); expanded testing ofthe OBU-2M 
in hard rock fonnations at the White Sands Miasile Range; equipping 50 Conventional 
Au .. launched Cruise Missiles (CALCMs) with a penetrating warhead, based on the 
Advanced Unitary Penetmtor bomb; application of the Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff 
~ ... .fissile ( JASS}.1) against many targets in the hvBT set; and demonstration of common 
aero vehicle technologies to evaluate capabilities against many targets in the HDBT set. 

Supporting these systems is the FMU-159/B Hard Target Swart Fuze that will provide 
void and layer counting. and depth of burial capabilities for ait ... to-ground penetrator 
weapons. These capabilities w:iU allow wa:rfigbters to compensate for target stru.ctw'e 
unknowns) while reducing collateral affects of blast and chemical and/or biological agent 
relea.~e. 

The Air Force, V'lith DTRA, DARPA, and DIA, is producing an inte,il'atcd suite of 
modeling tools linking sensors, target model definition and modification., and lethality 
complttation tools. Tills "proof-ot~ncept'' follow-up to the IIDBT Defeat AoA seeks to 
analytically 1ink. intelligence collection for mis,ion planning and damage assessment with 
a.ttack stre.tegy and weapons capability in an "end-to-end~~ approach~ Successful 
integration of methodology lessons learned ftom the AoA will result in a decision support 
tool for tradeoffs to be made among sensors and intelligence collection. operations 
planning, and weapon design. 

!J.S Navv Progroms 

The US Navy's efforts include: development ofthe GBU-24 (BLU-116 penet:m.tor)~ an 
improvement of the eJtistin.g BLU-109; development of a variant of the Joint Standoff 
We_apon (JSOW) with a penetrating warhead, incorporating the British Bomb Royal 
Ordnance Augmenting Charge (BROACH) technology; consideration of a penetrating 
version of the Tactical Tomahawk Land Attack Missile as a follow-.on to the ACTO 
invesnnent by DTRA; research on technologies for a supersoni<: cruise missile; and 
participation with the Army in the Tactical Missile System Precision Penetrator 
{TACMS-P) missile program.~ providing a precision reentry body. 

US ArmY Programs: 

The: primary US Army program is the collaboration with the Navy in the T ACMS 
Penettator ACTO, approved by the JROC and Congress in FYO l. T ACMS-P vvill 
demon.cnratc the integration oft;he Artny Tactical Missile System booster with a reentry 
vehicle and penetrator technology to provide a high-availability~ aU-weather, survjvable 
and short response time means to destroy selected HDBTs. The Anny is the lead setVice 
for the ACTO, with US Pacific Command (lJSPACOM) serving as the Operational 
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Sponsor. S(;;heduled completion is in FY04. The ACTO will provide si1' field-ready 
residual missiles for the sponsoring CINC and \\ill provide a path to develop modular 
payloads for other potential weapon systems. 

Figure 2 summarizes the m~jor acquisition programs for kinetic weapons. The 
performance of these weapons is provided in Classified Annex A ...... Section 2 -
Conventional Weapons. 

~ VV.apon 
Service Procurement IOC """"I 

8/EGBU-28/BLU-113 AF 531 .~::4 I -
Ellock II Penetmblr AF 50 

I'"'· .. -.-~,.,..~ .. ....~ ... 

JASSM AF/Navy 2400(Af) FY03 
~ 

TACMS Penetrator Army/Navy 6 FY04 
!-----'~··· 

JSOWIBROACH Navy/AF 3000 FV04 
oWO."• 

GBU-24D/BJBLU .... 1 16 AF/Na11y 450 FY03 J I L, _____________ ~ 
FigUte 2 Non-Nuclear Kinetic Weapons for HDBT Deteat 

Non-J(in;:ti~ Weapon Approach~~ 

In addition to these kinetic weapon activities, concept exploration~ experimentation1 and 
deruonstration ru:tivities \\lith Special Operations and Information Operations have been 
di.reeted .~pec:ifically at the HDBT challenge, as specified in the Defense Planning 
Guidance. 

USSOCOM continues its efforts to impro-ve US capability for seizing attdlor neuttali7:ing 
WMD, as well as coDducting special reconnaissance. The SOF community has 
developed~ demonstrated, and trained on a large scale to enhance pn:sent capabilities and 
to formulate acquisition efforts for new tools in the coming five years. Details are 
provided in Clas::iified Annex A-- Section 5 - Special Operations. 

Following 1999 studies on Information Operations possibilities for HDBT Defeat, 
initiatives are underway by theJ Joint Wadm-e Analy:!is Ceo.nter (JW AC)~ Details are in 
Classified Annex - Section 6 - Informaticn Operations. 

Nuclear Wcmpons 

There i:f no current program to design a new or modified HDBT Defeat nucl~.ar weapon. 
However, DoD a.r1d DOE continue to consider and assess nuclear conc~pts that could 
address the vttlida.ted mission needs and CRD. They have fonned a joint Nuclear 
Planning Group to define the appropriate scope a.nd option selection criteria for a possible 
design feasibility and CQSt study. Further information is provided in Classified Annex A-
Section 3,..;.. Nuclear Weapons. 
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5.2 WMD Agent Defeat 

The Air Force Agent Defeat Weapon (ADW) Program focuses on the capability to 
destroy, neutralize, immobilize, or deny an adversary's acr.ess to bioLogical and chemica[ 
agents, while minimizing collateral damage. The desired WMD Agent Defeat payload is 
one that cornpletely and neaJ> .. instantaneously provides in situ neu.trali?.a.tion of agents, 
eliminating the risk of both short-term and lona ... tenn collateral hazards outside the 
facility. 

The ADW program is CU('('ently in concept exploration and an AoA is to identify and 
evalup.te concepts to satisfy the mission need identified by the 1994 Combat Air Forces 
Mission Needs Statement. Analytical tools developed to support ADW include agent 
release models, internal dispersion and venting models, and P. neutralization model tu 
evalu.a.te current and conceptual weapons effectiveness against chemical and/or biological 
targets as follows: 

• A model for predicting initial agent release conditioll$ from a weapon 
fragmentation environment (i.e.:r A.gent Release Mode.Jt or ARM)~ 

• a model to predict the thennodynam.ic environment and the internal 
dispersionlrransport/-venting of agent within a. structure, followitlg weapon activation 
(i.e.~ Venting of Ittternal Pre.1·sure from Energetic Reaction model~ or VIPER); 

• ·a model to predict hot agent cloud stabilization within the atmosphereJ folloWing 
venting (i.e., Hot Ejjlu~nt Rise model~ or HER); and 

• a model to predict cb.emical!biological (CB) agent neutralization for various 
neutralizing mechanisms such as heat, radiation, ultra. ... violet, etc. (i.e., Empincal 
Lethal~ty Model (ELM). 

These models, as well as others, are used to predict such things as weapon penetration, 
target damage~ collateral damage, eto., and have been integtated and linked togethe:r 
tmder a user-friendly, graphic user interl'ace driven shell code called Simulated 
Environment and Response Program .Execution Nesting Tool (SERP ENI). 

Nuclear weapons have a unique ability to destroy both agent containers and CBW agents. 
Lethality is optin:Ihed if the fireball is proximate to the target. This requires:. high 
accuracy; for buried targets. it also may require a penetrating weapon system. Given 
improved accuracy and the ability to penetrate the material Jayers overlying a facility l' it 
is pOS$ible to employ a much l.Qwer-yield weapon to achieve the needed neutra.Uzation. 
The ability to use a lower yield would reduce weapon-produced collateral effects. The 
current nuclear weapons stockpile) while possessing sorne limited grQund penetration 
capability and lower yield options (not yet certified)~ was not developed with this mission 
in mi:nti Several DOE laboratories, (Sandia, Livermore, Los Alamos, and Oak Ridge) 
have participated in the Air Forcets Agent Defeat Weapon programs. See CLassified 
Annex A .... Section 7- Agent Defeat Weapon:; for additional details. 
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6 S& .. f: Meeting Future Threats 
6.1 Introduction 

The overall objective ofHDBT and WMD Agent Defeat S&T programs is to redress 
shortfa1ls in current operational capabilities asainst future r.hreats. Elements includ~;: 
Cllt'rcnt (kinetic) technology C\onventional weapons, Infonnatio1l Operations, Special 
Oper~tions, nuclear weapons!!' new types of non-nucle~ rnwri.tions, and ISR capabilities. 

6.2 HDBT Defeat Efforts 

The recently approved Capstone;: Requirements Document has been used to define the 
baseline for operational requirements. A Working IFT with broad participation bas 
appraised cur.rent riDBT Defeat capabilities, drawing on the ~itivity analysis done as 
part of the AoA.t and has identified areas in which new tec'l:mology development would 
alleviate significant shortfalls. Prioritization for S&T resource investment will be 
established based on performance metrics set fortb in the CRD as v.rell as independent 
asses$m.ents of military utility~ as SlippOtted by Service mis..qj,on area planning~ 
wargwning and other scenario ... based exercises. Integrated S&T packages, spanning the 
entire spectrum ofHDBT Defeat needs~ are a part of funding starting in FY02. This 
section provides highlights from current S&T planning and programs. Classifie.d 
assessments~ L11cluding an cu~sessment of shortcomings and challenges, are provided in 
various sections of the classifi.ed Annex A to tbi'l report. 

6.2R 1 Teehbology Development Activitir:s 

Technology development to improve capabilities for the defeat ofHDBTs is a priority 
DoD S&T program, undertaken in collaboration with DOE . 

.. Toint Warfighting Scleoot: & Teehn1dogy Pb.n (Ongoinl). In December 1999, the 
JH.OC approved a new Joint Warllghting Capability Objective, thereby designating 
HDBT Defeat a_q one of twelve S&T priorities for warfighter support. Ongoing S&T 
programs supporting this objective are detailed in Chapter XV~ Hard and Deeply Buried 
Target Defeat,. from the cun·ent Joint Warfightin.g Science & Technology Plan. 

S&T Master Piau (New) .. OSD is developing an S&T Master Plan in response to the 
CRD. This activity bas been led by the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense {S&T), with 
broad participation front other OSD office~ .. the Joint Staff, the Services, Defense 
Agencies, DOE and its National Laboratorief'~ the Intelligenee Community, and the 
combatant commands. DOE participation is part of the Don ... ooE pilot project in this 
area. The DoD program is taking advantage: of unique teclmical capabilities a:vailable 
within the national labs. 

6.2.2 Capability Shortfalls 

Past efforts have resulted in a better appreciation of the different capability shortfalls 
as~ociated with two sets ofi'IDBT targ<:lt types. 

The first taxget set involves hardened surface or shallow-burled facilities. One jssue is 
how to deal with the subset of these facilities that may contain a chemical or hiologicaJ 
agent, without incUfl"ing undesirable target-induced collateral hazard.~ (See Section 6.3 ). 
Another issue is how to promptly identify, charaoterize, and engage all time~critical 
targets. 
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The second target set (more difficult and smaller in number).involves more deeply buried 
facilities. Defeat of most of these fatUities with conventional means-~in the traditional 
sen,e of physical destruction-is impossible. The challenge fo1' non-nuclear option::~ is to 
achieve functional disruption through technologies spanning conventional ordnance, 
spe~;ial payloads~ Special Operations, and Information Operations. 

For destruction of more deeply buried facilities, DoD and DOE are studying the 
sensitivities and synergies of nuclear weapon yield, penetration.. accmacy" and tactics.. 

6.2.3 S&T Programs 

Work relevant to HDBT Defeat involves new applications for tecbnologies previously 
devc::loped for multiple DoD missions. ht addition, a number of approv.;d Defense 
Technology Objectives (DTOs) are directed spet:llically at liDBT Defeat or w·.tvm Agent 
Defeat obje(;tives. Ap:plicable DTO project titles ate in italics below. 

Some improvements in broad enabling technologies are common to a number of these 
efforts! tor exam.ple: 

• Guidance and navigation~ U1lll.Ull1ned systems used for both information 
collection and attack; 

• srru1rt fuses that allow weapon~ to detonate after they have pencbi\ted facilities 
agd allow stylized attacks that I;'P(ploit the effects produC".ed by multiple detonations; 
and 

• new types of munitions with advtul.CE".d payloads, opt.im.i.zed to exploit unique 
vulnerabilities of HDBTs. 

Einding, Ch§J'Bcterizing.. and Assessing HDlJTs 

Several initiativ=s are undexway to provide enhanced information concerning HDBTs: 

The Counter lfnderground Facilities Program is a DARPA effort to develop and 
dernonstrt:tte sensors for characterizing underground facHfties, with initial emphasi~ on 
passive acou5tiC7 seismic, electromagnetic, and effluent sensors,. as well as advan~d 
:signal processing techniques. 

Hard Target Functional Defeat Ordnance is a US Air Force effort to identify and defeat 
critical elements of a target; and correlate damage to t!ach t;rltical eleml!lnt jnto .;:n~ ovetall 
assessment of the impact made on the primary target.. It includes on-board bomb damage 
infonnation packages. 

Battle Damage Assessment in the Joint Targeting Toolbox ACTD is a US Air Force
managed effort that uses advao~ed artificial.intelligence and. evidential reasoning 
technologies to provide pos1-attack a.ssessm~nts. 

Pre-attack pl81111jpg and PQ3t"attack assessme;t 

The DTRA Integrated C omprehensfve Weaponeering Capabllity project is developing a 
comprehensive capability for pre-attack planning and post-attack assessment for the full 
spectrum of high-value fJ.Xed targets> with particular emphasis on Wl\1D-related hard and 
deeply buried facilities. 
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Some of the inputs for the previou.."ii product are being developed in the DTRA 
Lethality/Vulf'lerability Modelsfo,. High-Val-ue Fix~d Targets effort, which includes 
rnodels for new types ofrnunitions, e.g., high-ternpe:mture incendiaries; development and 
validation of models for damage inflicted on CB W facilities. 

Reaching the target 

Delivery systems must have adequate range and must be able to counter active defensesjc 
through using either low observable weapons and delivery platforms or by employing 
hlgh speed weapons. 

Tactical Missile Sy.srem - Penetrator ACTD program. will demonstrate the integration of 
tea:::hnologies for a ballistic .{nissile-delivercd penetrator weapon to rapidly damage or 
destroy HDBT~. 

A Navy program, Hypersonic Weapons Technology Detnonstratlon, is developing 
technologies needed fot hypersonic strike weapons, with average velocities of Mach 5 to 
Mach 6 and with ranges of 400 to 700 nautical mHes. The design objective is 2 highly 
accurate (circular error probable of less than 3 meters) systern capable of penetrating 18 
to 36 feet of concrete. 

lmproy!W guidancs: and sensors 

Multiple efforts are undf;!lrway to provide improved guidance and to counter natural or 
deliberate obscuration that might impede a~itCY- For example~ the CounMr 
Camouflage Concealment arid Deception Advanced T11ch1Wiogy Demonstration is 
de\rcloping synthetic aperture radar for detection of tatgets that are hidden or obscUted hy 
foliage. 1"he Concept of Operations o.nder investigati.on would host this new :sensor 
capability on a Global Hawk Unmanned Aerial. Vehicle (UA V). 

Conventional kinetic wypons 

New initiatives specifically directed at HDBT Defeat and WNID Agent Defeat objectives 
are: 

• Target Characterization and Defeat Technology develops m.c::thodologies for 
characterizing and modeling physical and fuo.ctional aspects of tunnel complexes~ It 
includes assessments ofthe opemtional impact of attacks; physi~s.-based models for 
relevant weapons effects and weapQn--target. interactions; u.dvanced tunnel defeat 
technologies; and a computerized plarm.ing tool for operational U$ers~ 

• Tunnel Defoot Technology Demonstrations uses high ... fidelity tunnel testbeds to 
impro~ end-to-end tunnel defeat capabilities for missile ope;:rations, C3I, and W:MD 
production and/or storage facilities. 

Relevant work is also underway in the DTRA Counterproliferalion 2 ACTD 
demonstration ofpenetrator versions of the Conventional Air-Launched Cruise Missile 
and Tactical Tomahawk. 

A US Air Fo(ce program, Novel Energetic Materials~ is evaluating alternatives to 
ct)nventional rnuoitions that would provide a two to five times improvement in energy 
density. Similar work also is being conducted under the auspices of the "DoD-DOE Joint 
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Conventional Munitions Memorandun1 of U nderstandingt' to investigate hi ably energetic 
nta.rerial:s. 

6.2.4 Ca11dldate Initiatives fo .. HDBT Defeat 

The HDBT Defeat S&T Plan (cun-ently in coordination) will recommend priorities tor 
technology investments. In reviewing the resul~ ofHDBT Defeat past tests and analyses, 
there are substantial challenges in finding!' characterizing3 and assessing future liDBTs, 
as: well as planning tor and defeating the most deeply buried tar:gets.Improven1ents to 
minimize collateral efMr;ts:. reduee :response time, and provide the ~apability to operate 
across the en~ spectrum of conflict are additional requirements that an= not unique to 
HDBT Defeat and benefit ftom research conducted by other programs. 

6.3 WMD Agent Defea~t Weapon Efforts 

The resear<::h on WMD Agent Defeat tethnology is intrinsically related to HDBT Defeat 
research. The following eftbrts elaborate certain. aspects ofthe ADW effort. 

fi.3.1 Technology Development Efforts 

Chapter XII of the Joint Warf:ighting Science & Technology Plan, Chemicai/Biologir:al 
Warjwe Defense and Protection, and Counter Weapons of Mass Destruction, addresses 
counterproliferation capabilities and counterforce operations, indudtng WlVJD Agent 
Defeat Section 7 within the classified Annex A of this document provides a more 
detailed summary of technology developmen~ and includes development of a duta-ba..."ed 
model <>f agent neutralization used to support appraisal of potential woapon options and 
estimation of potential collateral hazards. 

Under the Agent Defeat Ordnance programJ' the Air Force Research Laboratory is 
developing; (1) low-collateraJ .. effects fragmentation warhead., that minimize overpressure 
::m.d create a neutralizing atmosphere for exposed or aerosolized agent, (2) advanced 
fuzing techniques that assist in precise control of weapon :function timing and payload 
dispersal~ (3) new penetrator designs that faciHtate payload dispersal, (4) methods to 
quantify/predict target-warhead interaction and colla.tera.l effects, and (5) systems to. 
transmit Battle Damage Information from within a tafgt!t tD an airplane or satellite 
regarding the per.funnance of the munition against the target. These technologies will he 
considered for a follow .. on weapon development program in the FYOS-FY08 tiroeframe. 

Counterproliferation 2 ACTD devdops, demonstrates, and transitionf.i to the warfightel" 
improved capabilities for planning, executing, and assessing strikes on '\VMD-rolated 
fixed facilities:J including penetration of hardened facilities Ylith standoff weapons. 

6~3 .. 2 Ca.pabUity ShortfaUa 

A key shortc()ming in the Agent Defeat Weapon is the lack of a penetrating warhead wil.h 
a payload that.can defeat or neutralize CBW agen~ especially in situations in which bulk 
storage vessels are breached and agents dispersed. There are additional shortfalls 
involving capabiliti$! for finding, ('.haracterlzing~ and assessing CBW threats;r Sii well as 
planning for and accomplishing the defeat of such targeb. 



6.363 S&T Program• 

WMD (\gent D"feat with Minimal Collatetal Hazards 

High temperature incendiaries conta.icin1 biocidal chemicals provide promise for this 
mission if detailed intelligence can be gathered on targets of interest (e.g., room sizes. 
vent paths, agent tyPe, etc,) Such munitions must be delivered. directly in the facility 
where agents are present. The US Navy is considering an ACTD that would develup a 
hig.h-temperature incendiary payload for use in a neW kinetic energy penetrator. (The US 
Air Force: and DTRA 1nigbt participate in this effort, if it is initiated.) 

The DTRA Tunn,€1 Characterization and Defeat TP-chnology effort includes appraisal of 
solid fuel-air t-.xpJ.osives. when l.lSed .against a simulated tunnel facility target. "While then:: 
has been a. limited amount of experimental research;! high temperature incendiary 
munitions R&D has nut progressed to weaponization or fuii-scaie development. A limited 
amount of additional experimental work is programmed. 

DTRA,s Prediction tmd Mitigation of Collateral Hazards, will establish the capability to 
accurately predict and mitigate ha:r.ards whcm WMD materials are released into the 
atmosphere. 

A variety of other options for functional defeat could possibly render CBW agent thrcuts 
unusable without physicall)f destroying aH of the agt!tlts. 

lJwely Target Identification and Ch§racterization, Prompt Planni:Q£ m;!d Wt;a;cution of 
Attacks, and Combat and Cbllateral Hazard Assessment 

Effort.-J are directed at developing improved capabilities for characterization ofCBW 
targets~ and at provi.dirl@; si~ficantly improved capabilities for planning attacks and 
esti.m.ating collateral haza:n.is. &amples include: the DTRA Countcrproliferation 2 
ACTO; the Target Chamcteriza.tion. and Defeat Technology; Tunnel Defeat 
Technologies; Prediction aid Mitigation of Collateral Hazards; Ul'UllaDiled Aerial 
Vehicles developed in the' ltounterpt'Oliferation A.CTD that can carry sensors to provide 
theater cotnmanders with a.1 chcmic:al ooxnbat assessment system. 

Nu.elear Wetpqn for Anw; 
DoD has not clefmed a reqUirement for a nuclear weapon for w:Nm Agent Defeat 
missions. See Section 7 wihun the clBSsified Annex A for further discussion.· 
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